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already been made too powerful, and to permit him to fly would be to make 
him altogether dangerous. Some controversy occurred on this, but the 
eagle would not give way. That dispute explains why the eagle keeps as 
far from man as possible, while the jay goes into the camps with impunity, 
and takes whatever he wants, if he can find it. 

REMEDY FOR THE INFLUENZA. - A correspondent of the New York 

"Tribune," January, I890, favors that journal with a cure for the prevalent 
influenza: "Coming to the influenza, he believes there is nothing so good 
for it as a black catskin poultice laid on the breast. ' The cat,' says our 
valued correspondent, ' should be very black. See that she is killed in the 
dark of the moon on a cloudy night, as the fur contains more electricity 
then. Make an ordinary bread poultice and put it on the hide side. A 
little Spanish-fly will improve it. Apply hot. The electricity, which is life, 
will pass into the body, driving the good influence of the poultice before it. 
A little old whiskey taken internally will do no harm. Be sure that the cat 
is very black and the night very dark.'" 

A CORRESPONDENT sends the following, without naming the journal from 
which the dispatch is taken : - 

"New Orleans, August 13. - A big voudoo festival was given last even- 

ing at the west end of the Lake Pontchartrain suburbs of New Orleans by 
an assemblage of mixed white and colored. Dr. Alexander, the colored 
voudoo doctor, presided. The police showed no disposition to interfere. A 
decided sensation has been caused here by the discovery that voudooism, 
or rather belief in the power of the voudoo doctors, is increasing, and is 

accepted not only by the negroes, but by the whites. A raid on Dr. Alexan- 
der's establishment discovered a large number of women there, most of 
them whites, who visited him because they believed his incantations im- 

proved their health. Surprise was increased to horror when it was found 
these, almost completely disrobed (for a voudoo seance requires the 'pa- 
tient' to dance without clothing around the fire or snake which represents 
the devil), were of respectable middle-class families. Since then the vou- 
doo belief seems to have spread, and a number of meetings have been re- 

ported, that last night being the largest yet." 
It would seem that there should be little difficulty in obtaining authen- 

tic accounts of proceedings so well known to the police as these are said 
to be. 

MEETING OF THE PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN FOLK- 

LORE SOCIETY. - A stated meeting of the Philadelphia chapter of the 
American Folk-Lore Society was held on Wednesday evening, January 8, at 
the parlors of the First Unitarian Church, Chestnut Street, above Twenty- 
first. 

Dr. Carl Lumholtz, the distinguished Australian explorer, delivered an 

extemporaneous address on the customs and superstitions of the aborigines 
of Australia, in which he described them as living in temporary huts made 
of palm leaves, which are constructed from day to day, as occasion requires. 
They do not like to leave the camp at night. An Australian is gay and 

happy all day, but when the sun goes down he becomes restless and low- 

spirited. He is afraid of being killed and eaten by some predatory tribe, 
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